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a b s t r a c t
Fifth generation (5G) networks aim at utilizing many promising communication technologies, such as
Cloud Computing, Network Slicing, and Software Defined Networking. Supporting a massive number
of connected devices with 5G advanced technologies and innovating new techniques will surely bring
tremendous challenges for trust, security and privacy. Therefore, secure mechanisms and protocols
are required as the basis for 5G networks to address this security challenges and follow securityby-design but also security-by-operations rules. In this context, new efficient cryptographic protocols
and mechanisms are needed in order to design and achieve information sharing and data protection
protocols in 5G networks. In the literature, several security schemes based on unproven assumptions of
computational complexity and mathematical models were proposed. However, the cryptanalysis is able
to break most of the existing proposals in the presence of several weakest links in the designs. Recently,
quantum walks (QWs) have been introduced as an excellent mechanism for generating cryptographic
keys due to its nonlinear chaotic dynamical performance, high sensitivity to initial control parameters,
stability and very large key space theoretically strong enough to resist various known attacks. This
paper firstly proposes two efficient hash function mechanisms for 5G networks applications based
on QWs, namely QWHF-1 and QWHF-2. Then, based on these hash functions, two efficient security
protocols for securing data in 5G network scenario are proposed. Performance analyses and simulation
results show that the proposed approaches are characterized with high security, efficiency, and
robustness against several well-known attacks which nominate them as excellent candidates for
securing 5G applications.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
With the growth and vast progress of fourth generation (4G)
networks, it is reasonable to expect that fifth generation (5G)
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networks will deliver a wide range of high-quality services [1]. It
is envisioned that 5G networks will provide significantly higher
data bandwidth and massive networking capacities resulting in
unfaltering user experiences. Internet of Things (IoT) has been
protruding as an integrated part of 5G networks [2–12] , which
considers a concept reflecting a connected set of anything, anyone, anyplace, anytime, any service, and any network. In the
context of 5G networks, IoT devices are becoming active players
with capabilities to communicate and interact with heterogeneous devices, sensors, services, applications, data providers and
IoT-enabled ecosystems. IoT aims at integrating the physical and
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virtual worlds using 5G networks as a medium to communicate
and exchange information.
5G networks are envisioned to have a central role in our daily
life. Moreover, 5G networks aim at combining many promising network technologies such as Software Defined Networking (SDN), Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), InformationCentric Network (ICN), Network Slicing, and Cloud Computing,
among others. On the one hand, this can be seen as a great opportunity for improvements while on the other hand such integration
can result in new, enormous privacy and security challenges for
5G networks [13–23] . Therefore, secure network architectures
and authenticated protocols are required as the basis for 5G
networks to address security and privacy problems and follow
not only security-by-design but also security-by-operations rules
[24–27].
If devices in the network do not verify their counterpart’s
identity, eavesdroppers will be able to perform active attacks
such as man-in-the-middle and impersonation attacks. This
means that an eavesdropper Eve is able to impersonate Alice
(Bob) to communicate with Bob (Alice). Thereby, Eve can have
full access to the confidential information that has been transmitted between Alice and Bob without being noticed at all. A
solution to this problem is using hash functions to guarantee
the integrity and origin of the transmitted message. In general,
hash functions are hard to reconstruct for unknown inputs, hence
their corresponding mathematical and computational complexity
[28–32] constitute a central component in the authentication
processes to guarantee the security of established communication
channels [33–38].
Several authentication protocols and data security mechanisms designed for 5G networks that have been recently proposed [39–47] are based on mathematical conjectures and empirically estimated computational complexity functions. However,
with the evolution of quantum technologies, some traditional
hash functions, security mechanisms, and authentication protocols may be broken using quantum computer technology [48–
50].
Inspired by the limitations of classical hash functions and the
potential advantages of quantum computation, it is reasonable
to expect quantum-based proposals of cryptosystems to achieve
information sharing and data protection for 5G networks. The
main contribution of this paper is to open the door towards using
the capabilities of quantum technologies in 5G networks.
Among the computational paradigms developed in quantum
computation, we find quantum walks (QWs), a universal model
of quantum computation that has some nonlinear properties,
together with high sensitivity to initial control parameters, that
can be used to produce chaotic dynamical behavior and, consequently, may be employed as a source to produce keys for
cryptographic protocols [49,51].
Let us now describe the contents of this paper. Firstly, an analysis of the existing quantum hash function (QHF) schemes [50,
52–55] utilizing QWs is presented. Based on the limitations identified in these hash functions, a modified version, namely QWHF1, is presented. Then, a novel quantum hash function based on
quantum walks, namely QWHF-2, is proposed. Using QWHF-1,
an efficient authenticated key distribution (AKD) protocol utilized
in encrypting and sharing the data stored in cloud servers of
5G networks is proposed. While based on QWHF-2, an efficient
authenticated quantum direct communication (AQDC) protocol
for device-to-device (D2D) communications for 5G networks is
introduced. The proposed AKD protocol has several advantages
such as defenses against various kinds of known attacks and its
security provided by quantum properties. The AQDC is able to utilize all transmitted photons to encode secret messages and their
corresponding hash values. Several tests and security analysis are

provided to prove the efficiency of the proposed approaches in
terms of performance and security analysis. Results show the
robustness of proposed mechanisms against most well-known
attacks for the cryptosystem applications.
This work is organized and ordered as follows: the proposed
framework for 5G networks based on quantum technologies
is given in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the theoretical
background of quantum walks. Section 4 analyzes existing QHF
schemes and introduces the modified quantum hash function
version based on the controlled alternate quantum walks, namely
QWHF-1, as well as the second quantum hash function, QWHF2. Section 5 is focused on the novel authentication mechanisms
based on the proposed hash function schemes presented in Section 4. Section 6 is devoted to presentation of the experimental
results and analysis of the proposed QWHF approaches. Section 7 gives the security analysis of the proposed authentication
protocols. Finally, Section 8 concludes our work.
2. Proposed framework for 5G networks based on quantum
technologies
Providing secure authentication and data transmission mechanisms for the connected devices in 5G networks are required.
Inspired by the limitations of current cryptosystems and the advantages of quantum technology, new constructions of cryptosystems techniques are designed in order to achieve information
sharing and data protection for 5G networks.
Here, we propose an efficient AKD protocol utilized to encrypt
and share data stored in cloud servers of 5G networks. In addition,
we design an efficient AQDC protocol for D2D communications by
utilizing the benefits of quantum walks. The proposed framework
for 5G networks based on quantum technologies is given in Fig. 1.
It enables IoT devices to communicate with each other’s via AQDC
protocol and enable IoT devices to store and share their data by
utilizing the AKD protocol to encrypt the data before storing it
in the cloud storage. The proposed protocols have several advantages such as defenses against various kinds of known attacks and
its security guaranteed by quantum properties.
3. Theoretical background of quantum walks
Quantum walks, a generalization of random walks in the quantum domain, are tools for developing quantum algorithms that
also constitute universal models of quantum computation [56,57].
Quantum walks can be either continuous or discrete models of
computation, depending on how time is measured (t ∈ R+ ∪ {0}
for the continuous case and t ∈ N ∪ {0} for the discrete case).
In both cases and so far, the mathematical and computational
properties of quantum walks have been studied on graphs. In
this paper, we focus on the discrete-time quantum walk model
which we use to construct quantum hash functions to design the
proposed security mechanisms for 5G networks.
The elements of a coined discrete quantum walk are a coin, a
walker, evolution operators and a set of observables. A walker is
a quantum system living in a Hilbert space #(Hp ) = N if it runs
on a circle of N vertices. The coin is typically a quantum system
living in a two-dimensional Hilbert space Hc . The total state of a
discrete quantum walk lives in Hp ⊗ Hc .
The total evolution operator Û for a discrete quantum walk is
given by Eq. (1):
Û = Ŝ(Î ⊗ Ĉ )

(1)

Here, Ŝ refers to the shift operator acting on a circle with N
vertices which can be described as
Ŝ =

N
∑
x

(|(x + 1) mod N , 0⟩⟨x, 0| + |(x − 1) mod N , 1⟩⟨x, 1|) (2)
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Fig. 1. The proposed framework for the 5G networks based on quantum technologies.

The operator Ĉ refers to the coin operator and can be defined
in matrix notation as

(
C =

cos θ
sin θ

sin θ
− cos θ

)
(3)

After n steps the final state of the system |ϕ⟩n can be expressed
as

( )n
|ϕ⟩n = Û |ϕ⟩0

(4)

The probability of finding the particle at position x after n steps
is given by
P(x, n) =

∑

( )n
|⟨x, c | Û |ϕ⟩0 |2

Furthermore, note that the probability P(x, n) has non-zero
value in any position x, if the number of running steps n is greater
than or equal to the number of vertices N [50].
4. Quantum Hash function schemes
4.1. Existing QHF schemes and their analysis
Quantum walks can be thought of as non-linear mappings
Q : H ↦ → P where H is a Hilbert space in which the quantum
walker lives and P is a set of probability distributions. This
property, together with high sensitivity and other characteristics,
allow us to think of quantum walks as chaotic systems [56–59].
Thus, quantum walks can be used for producing quantum hash
functions as in [50,52–55]. In [50], Li et al. presented the first QHF
based on one-dimensional two-particle quantum walks and Yang
et al. [52] utilized this QHF [50] to present some applications in
pseudo-random number generator, privacy amplification process
of quantum key distribution, and image encryption. In [53], Li
et al. proposed a QHF based on CAQWs on a circle with N vertices.
At each step of a CAQW controlled by a binary message m, the
evolution operator Û0 (Û1 ) is applied on the whole quantum
system |ϕ⟩ when the nth-bit of m is 0 (1).
(6)

Here, Ŝy refers to the shift operator running on y dimensional
and can be defined as follows.
Ŝy =

N
∑
x, y

(|x, (y + 1) mod N , 0⟩⟨x, y, 0|

(7)

Also Ŝx can be defined as Ŝy , which is running on x dimensional.
One of the main benefits of QHFs based on QWs is that the
length of the hash value changes with respect to the number
of vertices N in the circle. Moreover, it is helpful to develop
various applications for 5G networks. However, if the length of
the bit string of the message is less than the number of nodes
N, the system will be inefficient as some positions have zero
possibilities. Quantum walk-based QHFs presented in [50,52–55]
exhibit this limitation. In Section 4.2, we solve this issue by
adding a new coin operator to the QHF presented in [53] in order
to overcome this constraint.

(5)

c ∈{0,1}

Û0 = Ŝy (Î ⊗ Ĉ0 )Ŝx (Î ⊗ Ĉ0 )
Û1 = Ŝy (Î ⊗ Ĉ1 )Ŝx (Î ⊗ Ĉ1 )

+ |x, (y − 1) mod N , 1⟩⟨x, y, 1|)

4.2. The modified alternate quantum walks based quantum hash
function (QWHF-1)
In the modified QWHF-1, we use three coin operators Ĉ0 , Ĉ1
and Ĉ2 to build corresponding evolution operators Û0 , Û1 and Û2 .
Operators Û0 or Û1 depending on the value of the nth bit of m is
‘‘0’’ or ‘‘1’’, respectively and operator Û2 are applied when the nth
step exceeds the length of m and does not reach N (the number
of vertices in the circle).
The steps for constructing the modified QHF are indicated
below.
1. Select initial values for the key parameters (N , α, θ0 , θ1 , θ2 )
for running CAQWs on a circle with N vertices controlled by
binary message m for generating a probability distribution
matrix P with size N×N [49,59]. The initial state of the coin
particle is |coin⟩ = cos α|0⟩ + sin α|1⟩ while θ0 , θ1 and θ2
are parameters to construct coin operators Ĉ0 , Ĉ1 and Ĉ2 ,
respectively.
2. Compute the hash value for the binary message m by converting the probability matrix P to a bit string as follows:
hash = dec2bin fix(Pi × 108 )

(

mod 28 , 8

)

(8)

2

where the length of bit hash value is 8N .
4.3. The proposed QWHF-2
To construct QWHF-2, we use two coin operators Ĉ and Ĉ0 .
The first coin Ĉ is constructed by θ , where θ is the ASCII-code
for the nth character of the message, and the second coin Ĉ0 is
applied when the nth step exceeds to the length of the message
and does not reach N. The steps for constructing this QHF are
indicated below.
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1. Choose initial values for the parameters (N , α, θ0 ).
2. Run one-dimensional one-particle QWs on a circle with N
vertices, to generate a probability distribution P with the
size N under the control of message m, where the initial
state of coin particle is |coin⟩ = α|0⟩ + β|1⟩ and θ0 is the
parameter of coin operator Ĉ0 .
3. Construct a hash value for message m by converting the
probability matrix P to a bit string as stated in Eq. (8),
where the length of the hash value is 8N.

5. Security protocols for 5G networks based on proposed QHFs
5.1. The proposed AKD protocol based on QWHF-1
The central problem of symmetric cryptographic algorithms
is keystream generation and distribution. The sender and the
receiver need to share with each other a secure keystream for
encryption and decryption process. It requires that the sender
(Alice) finds some secure communication channel to establish a
keystream to the receiver (Bob) [60].
Based on the properties of quantum mechanics, we present an
authenticated key distribution protocol based on CAQWs which is
designed to establish a keystream between two participants. The
proposed protocol requires pre-shared master key parameters.
The procedure of the proposed protocol are illustrated in Fig. 2
and is formulated in the following steps.
1. The sender (Alice) announces publicly with the receiver
(Bob) an integer odd number Np , for running CAQWs
2

(Np , α, θ2 ) in order to generate a hash value B ∈ {0, 1}8Np
with the length 8 × Np2 .

2. Alice sends to Bob a sequence of random bits S ∈ {0, 1}∗
with the length less than or equal to the length of B and
stores only the corresponding bit values of ith-bit of S when
ith-bit of B is ‘‘0’’ as R ∈ {0, 1}x .
3. Upon receiving the bit sequence S, Bob stores only the
ith-bit of S when ith-bit of B is ‘‘0’’ as bit string R ∈ {0, 1}x .
4. Alice announces publicly with Bob an integer odd number
Nc , in order to run CAQWs (Nc , R, α , θ0 , θ1 , θ2 ) for generating
2
a bit string Kc ∈ {0, 1}8Nc with the length 8 × Nc2 .
5. In order to detect any eavesdropping activity, Alice selects
and announces with Bob the first 4 × Nc2 -bit of Kc sequence.
If the compared results are the same, Bob announces the
remaining bits of Kc to be checked by Alice. Thereby, both
participants Alice and Bob authenticate each other. If there
is any error, both participants terminate the protocol.
6. Finally, Alice announces publicly with Bob an integer odd
number Nk , in order to run CAQWs (Nk , R, α, θ0 , θ1 , θ2 ) for
2
generating a hash value K ∈ {0, 1}8Nk as a secret key with
length 8 × Nk2 bit.
From the information published via the communication channel about the hash values constructed by CAQWs, no one is
able to infer any information about the master key parameters
(α, θ0 , θ1 , θ2 ) used for constructing these values or the final secret key K. Therefore, the master key may be reused if needed.
Furthermore, both legitimate participants can share several secret
keys using the same shared bits by repeating the step 6 of the
protocol several times with announcing different Nk to conform
to various applications of 5G networks. Fig. 3 presents an example
of this rationale.

5.2. The proposed AQDC based on QWHF-2
In quantum protocols, there are two ways for enabling communication between participants and they mainly involve single photons and entangled states. A single photon carries classical/quantum information via a quantum channel. There are
many kinds of entangled states, such as Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen
(EPR) pairs, Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ), cluster states,
W states and χ -type states, where EPR pairs are widely used [61].
Single photons become one of the ideal information carriers in
the field of quantum communication, which are easy to implement, simple to operate, and highly efficient without sacrificing
security.
Message authentication aims at verifying the integrity and
origin of the transmitted message after it reaches the receiver
(Bob).
In [62], Luo et al. presented two AQDC schemes using Bell
states to transmit a secret message with the length n, both
schemes require a pre-shared secret key with the length 12×n.
Almousa et al. [63] improved the protocols introduced in [62]
using a keyed hash function instead of the pre-shared key, where
the participants share the key for the hash function and its output
length. Since the advent of quantum computing technology may
defy the robustness of some hash functions [48–50], here we
present a new AQDC protocol using single photons based on
quantum hash function instead of classical hash functions.
We now introduce notation and encoding rule for our proposed AQDC protocol. Classical bits can be implemented using
single photon polarization. The linear polarization of a photon (Zbasis) is distinguished by the vertical and horizontal polarizations,
which can be assigned to 1 and 0, respectively.

|V ⟩ = |1⟩

(9)

|H ⟩ = |0⟩

(10)

The superposition of the two types of linear polarized states
will produce various photon states in direction of +45◦ and
+135◦ (−45◦ )(X-basis), which can be assigned to 0 and 1, respectively.
1

1

|+⟩ = √ (|H ⟩ + |V ⟩) = √ (|0⟩ + |1⟩)
2

1

2

1

|−⟩ = √ (|H ⟩ − |V ⟩) = √ (|0⟩ − |1⟩)
2

2

(11)
(12)

To represent classical bit 0, the state |0⟩ or |+⟩ is used. Also,
state |1⟩ or |−⟩ are used to represent the classical bit 1. So,
to represent any classical bit string, we must first decide the
encoding bases (Z-basis, X-basis) we shall use. The details of the
communication processes of the proposed AQDC protocol based
on single photons and the QWHF-2 are illustrated in Fig. 4.
The specific steps of this protocol are described as follows:
Step 1: The sender (Alice) shares with the receiver (Bob) the
parameters (N , α, θ0 ) for running the proposed QHF (QWHF-2).
Step 2: Alice gets the hash value v1 for the secret message
QHF (secret message) = b1 b2 . . . bv , and then gets the hash value
v2 for v1 QHF (v1 ) = h1 h2 . . . hv .
Step 3: Alice converts the secret message into bit string m =
m1 m2 . . . mn , then executes the exclusive-OR operation by blocks
to the bit string m = m1 m2 . . . mn and the hash value v2
(h1 h2 . . . hv ).
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Fig. 2. The proposed AKD protocol for which the length of the shared final key depends only on the announced Nk and not on the number of exchanged bits to
conform to various applications of 5G networks.

h1 h2 ...hv
⊕
m ⊕ v2 = 


m1 m2 . . . mv

h1 h2 ...hv
⊕

 ... 

m1+v m2+v . . . mv+v





h1 h2 ...hv

m′ = m′1 m′2 . . . m′n .

⊕

mi mi+1 . . . mn





= b1 b2 . . . bn
Step 4: Alice runs the QHF with no message and gets the hash
value as k QHF () = k1 k2 . . . kv .
Step 5: Alice generates a sequence of single photons S according
to B sequence B = (m ⊕ v2 , v1 ) = b1 b2 . . . bn b1+n b2+n . . . bv+n
k





k





k









and K ( K = k1 k2 . . . kv k1+v k2+v . . . kv+v ... . . . kn−1 kn ) as follows.
Qubits are prepared according to the following rule: If the ith bit
of K is 0, then Alice produces the qubit Si in Z-basis as |0⟩(|1⟩)
according to the bit Bi . On the contrary, if the ith bit of K is 1,
then Alice produces the qubit Si in X-basis as |+⟩(|−⟩).
Step 6: Alice sends the photon sequence S to Bob via the quantum
channel.
Step 7: Upon receiving the photon sequence, Bob measures the
qubits in basis (Z- basis or X- basis) according to K QHF () =
k1 k2 . . . kv to obtain the bit sequence B′ .
Step 8: Bob extracts from B′ the hash code v1′ = b′1+n b′2+n(...b)′n+v
and b′ = b′1 b′2 ...b′n , then gets the hash value v3 for v1′ QHF v1′ =
h1 h2 . . . hv .
Step 9: Bob executes the exclusive-OR operation by blocks to the
bit sequence b′ and the hash value v3 to obtain the bit string

h1 h2 ...hv
⊕
m′ =   
′ ′
b1 b2 ...b′v

h1 h2 ...hv

h1 h2 ...hv
⊕
′ ′
′
 ...    = m1 m2 . . . mn
′
′
′
′
′
b1+v b2+v ...bv+v
...bn−1 bn
⊕





Step 10: Bob converts the bit string m′ = m′1 m′2 . . . m′n to the
string message and gets the hash value v4 for the recovered
message QHF (recov ered message) = b1 b2 . . . bv .
Step 11: Bob checks the hash code v1′ obtained from the bit
sequence B′ with the hash value v4 for the recovered message.
If the two hash values are the same, then the connection is
secure, otherwise the connection is considered as insecure and
it is disconnected.
6. Experimental analysis and results for QWHFs
We have run several test analyses to evaluate the performance
of the proposed quantum hash functions, including sensitivity
analysis of the generated hash values, statistical analysis of confusion and diffusion, and uniform distribution on hash space. In
this section, we present our results.
6.1. Initial values of the utilized parameters
The initial values used to run CAQWs on a circle to generate
the hash value for QWHF-1 are N=5, α =0, θ0 = π/6, θ1 = π /3,
and θ2 = π/4. On the other hand, the initial values for running
QWs on a circle to generate the hash value for QWHF-2 are N=25,
α =0, β =0, and θ0 = π/4.
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Fig. 3. An illustrative example for the proposed authenticated key distribution protocol, where the pre-shared master key parameters are α = 0, θ0 = 45◦ , θ1 = 30◦ ,
and θ2 = 55◦ .

6.2. Sensitivity analysis of the generated hash values

QHF(M4): 6C3F601E0B11A2C10A6131EDC343A1D2B12089C3FA8A4C6EEE
QHF(M5): 292D361F61E84F17E5397460412E01ADF3DA34D5353835987B

6.2.1. QWHF-1
To show the sensitivity of the QWHF-1 to tiny modifications of the message, we use the original message with its tiny
modifications as listed below.
M1:
M2:
M3:
M4:
M5:
M6:
M7:

‘‘1011
‘‘0011
‘‘1111
‘‘1011
‘‘1011
‘‘1011
‘‘10"

0101
0101
0101
0101
0101
0101

1101
1101
1101
1101
1101
1101

0001
0001
0001
0001
0001
0001

1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010

1111"
1111"
1111"
1110"
1111 0"
111"

The corresponding hash values in a hexadecimal format are
stated as follows:
QHF(M1): D93720CF6D39E81FD51E88417B97613FB64664F69AE73C368E
QHF(M2): 50436D4B180D64651F316350FAD7B9F35550DF2CB6656B6D97
QHF(M3): FB9E157F0BA65AE756FD80F23720F0DDE9C4386E50CD23F563

QHF(M6): 26EAAB7F0C01E29C1650A60629278E0E1F1C742F967501B88E
QHF(M7): FC1D409B8AE52103535C25FBC6F58DB1E537BA24E3E4AEC276

It is clear from Fig. 5 that any tiny changes of the original
message will cause significantly different results in the final hash
value. Also, it is clear from M7 that the modified QHF is efficient
although the length of the message is less than the number of
vertices N in the circle.
6.2.2. QWHF-2
To show the sensitivity of the proposed QWHF-2 to tiny
changes of the used string, we use the message ‘Quantum Hash
Function’ with its tiny modifications as listed below. Note that
the message length is less than the number of vertices N in the
circle (N=25).
S1: Quantum Hash Function
S2: Quantum Hash function
S3: Quantum hash Function
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Fig. 4. The proposed AQDC protocol for transmitting and authenticating messages, which is based on single photons as a communication channel and the proposed
QWHF-2.

S4:
S5:
S6:
S7:

quantum Hash Function
Quantum hash function
Quantum Hash Functions
Q

The corresponding hash values in the hexadecimal format are
stated as follows:

Step 4: Repeat the above three steps T times.
Give the following definitions to test the performance of confusion and diffusion analysis.
(
)
Minimum of Di : Dmin = min ({Di }T1 )
Maximum of Di : Dmax = max {Di }T1

∑T

Mean of Di : D̄ =
i=1 Di /T (
)
Mean probability of Di : P = D̄/200 × 100%

√

QHF(S1): 75161C910606702D4900E500A61B05FBD4CF0E137E7702E387
QHF(S2): 2DB2E7F50D91D9683005EA001919BDA5B79ADF130A54AB0F4D
QHF(S3): C8AEBB8DA3AAB1013D032A03F2B4470A66C2EC4C51B7F9CFA2
QHF(S4): 64331D2633D5900B77307305A61677CAA6F1EE4351E200C698
QHF(S5): 6FFC4DCF26D76484041BB603C1CBE19F521F958363758FE7CD
QHF(S6): 54F533FB58BCF0838E006C00EF09E99AB4D65DBF2163B9C0DE
QHF(S7): 804512AC361F9189D3DCBF26EEE2CB2B851193FB29CFA08169

Fig. 6 presents additional data regarding the sensitivity of our
protocol to small changes in its input.
6.3. Statistical analysis of the confusion and diffusion
Confusion and diffusion tests are run according to the following steps:
Step 1: Choose a message and generate its hash value.
Step 2: Change randomly one bit/char of the selected message
and generate its new hash value.
Step 3: Count the different bits between the two hash values
Di .

∑T (

)2

1
Standard variance of Di : ∆D = N −
i=1 Di − D̄
1
Tests were performed with T = 1000, 2000, 4000, 10000,
respectively for both QWHFs and results are presented in Tables 1
and 2 for QWHF-1 and QWHF-2, respectively. We can see that
the mean change probability P is roughly 50% and ∆D is very
small, while Dmin and Dmax are around 100. Figs. 7 and 8 show
the distribution of the number of the changed bits Di and its
histogram for QWHF-1 and T = 10000. Also, Figs. 9 and 10
present the distribution of the number of the changed bits Di
and its histogram for QWHF-2 and T = 10000. Thus, our results
demonstrate the stability of confusion and diffusion tests for both
QWHFs.

6.4. Uniform distribution on hash space
To investigate whether elements in hash space are uniformly
distributed, we execute the steps of confusion and diffusion analyses from the previous subsection for T = 10000, then count
the number of bits changed for each location. The distribution
results on hash space for QWHF-1 are shown in Fig. 11, where
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Fig. 5. 200-bit hash values for QWHF-1 for several messages.

Fig. 6. 200-bit hash values for QWHF-2 for several messages.
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Fig. 7. The distribution of the number of changed bits Di for QWHF-1 and T = 10000.

Fig. 8. The histogram of the number of changed bits Di for QWHF-1 and T = 10000.

Fig. 9. The distribution of the number of changed bits Di for QWHF-2 and T = 10000.

the maximum and minimum numbers of changed bits are 5131
and 4875 respectively, and the mean number of changed bits is

5005.35 that is close to the half of the test times. Also, distribution
results on hash space for QWHF-2 are presented in Fig. 12. It
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Fig. 10. The histogram of the number of changed bits Di for QWHF-2 and T = 10000.
Table 1
The results of the confusion and diffusion tests for QWHF-1.

Fig. 13 utilizing the same parameters. Likewise, the hash values
are given in hexadecimal format as follows.

T

1000

2000

4000

10000

Dmin
Dmax
D̄
P
∆D

78
129
100.3180
50.1590
7.1189

77
123
100.0395
50.0198
7.2315

77
126
100.0138
50.0069
7.1192

77
129
100.1070
50.0535
7.0796

Table 2
The results of the confusion and diffusion tests for QWHF-2.
N

1000

2000

4000

10000

Dmin
Dmax
D̄
P
∆D

78
123
100.1790
50.0895
7.1276

78
125
100.1475
50.0737
7.1150

76
125
100.0928
50.0464
7.0103

76
126
100.0380
50.0190
7.1162

QWHF-1: 5A6E813431D1FB91EAF7584936AC1C7CEC0A8F9384534C763B
QWHF-2: 86DEA2995E
QHF [53]: 0000000000003F003F000000000000003F003F000000000000

Furthermore, the proposed authenticated key distribution protocol cannot be designed with the presented QHF in [53], which
requires running CAQWs (Np , α, θ2 ) with no message, that can
be achieved only by the modified QWHF-1. It is clear that for
QHF [53], if the length of the bit string of the message is less than
the number of nodes N, the system will be inefficient as some
positions have zero probability.
7. Security analysis for the proposed authenticated protocols
7.1. The proposed AKD protocol

must be noted that the maximum and minimum numbers of
changed bits are 5144 and 4839, respectively and the mean
number of the changed bits is 5001.84 that is very close to the
half of the test times. Furthermore, graphs presented in Figs. 11
and 12 provide experimental evidence of hash values being uniformly distributed in hash space. Therefore, modified QWHF-1
and proposed QWHF-2 are resistant against statistical attack.
6.5. Illustrative example
This section gives an illustrative example for computing the
hash values in QHF [53], QWHF-1, and QWHF-2. Suppose, m is
‘‘1’’ and N is 5.
1. for QHF in [53], the final state can be expressed as

|ϕ⟩final = Û1 |ϕ⟩0

(13)

2. the final state for QWHF-1 can be expressed as

|ϕ⟩final = Û2 Û2 Û2 Û2 Û1 |ϕ⟩0

7.1.1. Impersonation attack
In this kind of attack, Eve tries to play the role of Bob when
communicating with Alice and on the other hand, she plays the
role of Alice when transferring data to Bob, in order to get the
fully shared secret key or at least a part of it. In the proposed
protocol, we assume that Eve intends to play the role of Alice to
communicate with Bob. In Step 1 of the protocol, Eve publishes
an integer odd number Np with Bob to generate a bit string B′ ∈
2

(14)

{0, 1}8Np by running CAQWs (N , α, θ2 ). However, it is very hard to

(15)

generate the true hash value B, due to the fact that Eve does not
possess the true key parameters (α, θ2 ). Moreover, it is difficult
for Eve to store the corresponding bit values of ith-bit of S when
ith-bit of B is ‘‘0’’. Eventually, Eve sends the bit sequence S to
Bob and stores the bit string R according to its own bit string B′ .
In Step 3 of the protocol, Bob stores R according to the correct

3. the final state for QWHF-2 can be expressed as

|ϕ⟩final = Û0 Û0 Û0 Û0 Û |ϕ⟩0

The main objective of an eavesdropper is to obtain fully/partly
secret information from the data exchanged between the legitimate participants. Therefore, security analysis is an important
evaluation criterion for any communication protocol. The security of the presented authenticated key distribution protocol is
based on the physical properties of quantum walks and its key
parameters. In this section, we present the security analysis of
the proposed protocol in a detailed way and we show that the
proposed AKD protocol is effective to detect any active attack.

where the probability P has zero probability in some positions.
The corresponding hash values in the binary format are given in
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Fig. 11. The distribution of the hash value on hash space for QWHF-1.

Fig. 12. The distribution of the hash value on hash space for QWHF-2.

Fig. 13. 200-bit hash values for the message ‘1’ and N = 5 for the three QHFs (QWHF-1, QHF [53], and QWHF-2) using the same parameters.

hash value B. Then Eve announces an integer odd number Nc to
2
Bob in order to generate a checking bit string Kc ∈ {0, 1}8Nc
by running CAQWs (Nc , R, α, θ0 , θ1 , θ2 ). The classical bit values

R stored by Eve (Step 2) is different from that stored by Bob
(Step 3) because the generated B sequence for both participants
is different from each other as Eve does not possess the true key
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parameters α, θ0 , θ1 , θ2 (Step 1). Consequently, Bob detects the
Eve’s existence in Step 5 of the protocol, once Eve announces the
first 4 × Nc2 -bit of Kc , so the protocol terminated by Bob.
On the other hand, when Eve intends to impersonate Bob
to deal with Alice, Eve would be detected by Alice in Step 5
of the protocol, when Alice publishes the first 4 × Nc2 -bit of Kc
sequence with Eve and waits for Eve to announce the remaining
bits of Kc . By checking the announced bits with the remaining
bits of Kc , Alice detects the existence of Eve and terminates the
protocol. Moreover, Eve cannot deduce any information about the
master key parameters (α, θ0 , θ1 , θ2 ), so the key parameters can
be reused in the future.
7.1.2. Intercept–resend attack
In this kind of attack, Eve tries to deduce secret information by
intercepting the sequence of bits S sent by Alice and then resends
it to Bob.
In the proposed protocol, Eve tries to intercept the sequence of
bits S sent by Alice. Eve does not possess any information about
the key parameters (α, θ2 ) to store the correct R according to the
true hash value B. Eventually, Eve stores R randomly, then sends
the sequence S to Bob. In Step 3 of the protocol, Bob stores the ith
bit of S when ith bit of B is ‘‘0’’ to obtain the classical bit string
R. In Step 5 of the protocol, Alice and Bob check Kc in order to
detect Eve’s existence as Eve sends the correct S as it was sent by
Alice, so the protocol continues establishing the random secret
key (Step 6). Eve may be successful to obtain R partly, however,
she fails to deduce any information about the shared secret key
as she does not possess the true master key parameters used
to generate the secret key CAQWs (Nk , R, α, θ0 , θ1 , θ2 ). Therefore,
the proposed authenticated key distribution protocol is secure
against intercept–resend attack.
7.2. The proposed AQDC protocol
Security analysis is an essential evaluation criterion for any
quantum protocol. In this section, we analyze several security
aspects of our proposals.
7.2.1. Man-in-the-middle attack
Eve takes the role of Bob to communicate with Alice, and
also acts as Alice to communicate with Bob in order to obtain
the full secret message or a part of it. Eve is not able to know
the parameters of the used QWHF-2 to send a fake sequence
of photons to Bob. So, Bob will detect the existence of Eve and
will abort the communication. Furthermore, if Eve impersonates
Bob, Eve will not able to steal any information about the encoded
secret message as she does not have any information about the
used QHF. If Eve successfully measures the qubits with the correct
basis, and gets the embedded hash code and the cipher text, she
cannot deduce anything about the plain text because she does
not have the full parameters for running the utilized QHF. So, our
proposed quantum authentication protocol is secure against the
man-in-the-middle attack.
7.2.2. Measurement attack
Eve aims at obtaining any information about the secret message by attacking the transferred qubits from Alice to Bob. Eve
fails to deduce any part of the encoded secret message as she
is not aware of the parameters used for QHF purposes. Any
measurement performed by Eve on any qubit in the transferred
sequence, will lead to different measurement results in the obtained bit sequence B′ = b′1 b′2 . . . b′n b′n+1 b′n+2 . . . b′n+v (cipher text
+ hash code). By checking the hash code v1′ obtained from the bit
sequence B′ with the hash value v4 for the recovered message,
Bob can detect any measurement on the transmitted qubits. So,

the measurement attack has no effect on the presented quantum
authentication protocol.
7.2.3. Message attack
When Alice sends the sequence of photons to Bob, Eve can
receive it, however, she cannot infer any information about the
secret message, because she does not have any information about
the used QWHF-2. In the unlikely event that she succeeded in
measuring the qubits and obtained the embedded hash code and
the cipher text, she would not be able to deduce any information
about the plain text because she would not know the parameters
used for QHF. So, our proposed protocol is secure against message
attack.
7.2.4. No-message attack
Assume that an eavesdropper, Eve generates a sequence of
photons and sends it to Bob. The goal of Eve is to make Bob
believe that the embedded secret message in this sequence originates from Alice. When Bob receives the sequence, he cannot be
sure whether it comes from Alice or from an eavesdropper. Then
Bob extracts the hash code v1′ and b′ from B′ and gets the hash
value v3 for v1′ . Next, he executes the XOR operation to the bit
sequence b′ and the hash value v3 to obtain the bit string m′ .
Then he converts it to the string message and in result gets the
hash value v4 for the recovered message and verifies it with the
hash code v1′ . So, Bob detects the existence of Eve and aborts the
protocol.
8. Concluding remarks
The main feature of 5G networks is that they will play a central
role in our daily life. Moreover, as they utilize many promising
communication technologies and will support a huge number of
connected devices this will surely bring tremendous challenges
for the trust, security and privacy. Therefore, secure mechanisms
and protocols are required as the basis for 5G networks to address
this problem and follow security-by-design but also securityby-operations rules. Inspired by the limitations of the classical
cryptosystems and the advantages of quantum walks, in this paper we proposed new constructions of cryptosystems to achieve
secure information sharing and data protection which are based
on quantum technologies. First, we proposed two efficient hash
function mechanisms for 5G applications based on QWs, namely
QWHF-1 and QWHF-2. Then, based on the two hash function
proposals, two efficient security protocols for securing the data
in 5G networks scenario have been introduced. Conducted performance analyses and simulation results proved that the proposed
approaches are characterized with high security, efficiency, and
robustness against several well-known attacks which make them
suitable for utilization within various 5G applications.
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